Building a Roadmap for Success |
COMMUTE WITH ENTERPRISE

OVERVIEW

OVER 11,000+ VANPOOLS
Removing 67,000 vehicles off the road and parking lots

OPERATING IN 45 STATES
With local support and dedicated account management

ELIMINATE 1.4 B COMMUTER MILES
Reduce more than 1.1 billion pounds of carbon emissions annually.
Our Commute Solution

We connect Coworkers with similar schedules and who live nearby

We Provide the Vehicle Choices of spacious, recent-model SUVs, crossovers or vans

Riders Meet Up Riders choose a convenient pick up or meeting location

Getting To/From Work riders take turns driving giving everyone time to relax

Enjoy the Benefits employees split the costs, enjoy the savings and get back time to use their own way

What is included:

✓ Recent-Model SUV, crossover or van with optional amenities, like WiFi
✓ 24/7 roadside assistance
✓ Preventative maintenance
✓ Comprehensive physical and liability insurance
✓ Month-to-month flexibility
✓ Guaranteed Ride Home Program
HELPING THOSE THAT NEED IT MOST

Commuter stress, time, and money can vary widely across your employee base:
- Some live close
- Some are further out
- Some are just not applying due to lack of transportation

IDENTIFY and
FOCUS ON EMPLOYEES WHO LIVE
10+ MILES FROM WORK
VANPOOL COST BREAKDOWN

Transit Agency Subsidy

Employer Subsidy

Riders Split the Balance
VANPOOL COST BREAKDOWN

15 Passenger van = $1400

Transit Agency Subsidy

-$600 = $800

Employer Subsidy

-50% = $400

Riders Split the Balance

= $400.00 / 15 = $26.66 per passenger per month or $1.26 per day
COMMUTE WITH SEAMLESS TRANSITION

MAKE A GAME PLAN
CLUSTER MAPPING & PARTNER PAGE
FORM MARKETING & ROLL OUT COMMUNICATION
DRIVER APPROVAL AND VAN FORMATION
PROVE YOUR SUCCESS
Commute Control Plans

Listed below are examples of how Vanpooling has helped our partners decrease the spread of COVID and lower impact to their workplace;

- Screening Employees prior to entering Vanpool
- Mandating PPE such as Mask while Riding
- Ensuring Social Distancing by limiting Ridership
- Providing Cleaning Car Kits & Suggesting Cadence of cleaning with each Vanpool
Next Meeting…

- Involve any other Stakeholders
- Develop a Timeline for Implementation
- Additional Resources that you require
- Form a timeline of Implement, Scale & Cultivate